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THE Library_TOIMS-3 

Glimpses from Jesus into His Realm (for young people) –Part 2 

 

 (Jesus speaking: ) You're a smart guy, with a pretty bright mind. I made you that way, you 
know! You love delving into the world of computer programming—anything to do with computers. 
You gobble up programming how-to books like chocolate chip cookies. The computer represents a 
whole world full of wonderful discoveries, and all you can think about is conquering that world, and 
becoming part of it.  

I understand your love for learning, and I love it. But don't make the mistake of blocking Me out 
of your life, or of thinking that computers and I, or computer knowledge and I, don't go together. 
Where do you think mankind has gotten all his inventions from? Everything that Man has thought up 
has already been in use in Heaven for millenniums. I use computers daily in My work of governing the 
universe and tending to the needs of My children.  

I love to sit down with a new book someone in Heaven has written, about how to operate new 
equipment. I get right into it and learn the ins and outs. Even though I am all-seeing and all-knowing, I 
reserve the joy of learning new things in certain areas, and new inventions are one of them. I still 
know all the fundamentals of the universe, yet I actually block out certain aspects that I want the joy 
of learning about. That way I can enjoy life more, and savor the experience of discovering something 
new that I haven't seen before, just like you do.  

I'm working around to the main point of this message. Can you guess what it is? I've given you a 
gift. You have a knack for learning things fast when it comes to computers. I'm hoping that you'll be a 
wise man, and invest your gift wisely. Learn all you can, and most of all, seek Me for how you can 
apply the knowledge you gain. There are cool methods for disseminating My Word to the hungry 
masses that haven't even been thought up yet! If you're game, you can even be a part of the last 
electronic blitz of the Gospel that I'm planning.  

Just keep learning, and stay close to Me. Keep your most powerful computer—your mind—
operating in perfect synchronization with Mine. Stay tuned to My voice, and yielded to the whispers 
of My Spirit. Praise Me and love Me, and most of all, commit this gift to Me, and pray desperately 
that you will be able to use it for My glory. There're gonna be some cool opportunities to use your 
gifts in these last days, for the best cause in the world. So hang on! 

***  

Jesus speaking: ) Come, I want to show you something. It'll take us a little while to get there, 
but I promise the view will be worth it. I want to climb a mountain with you. Come on, you can do it. 
It's not that difficult, you know.  

We're on a beautiful and scenic forest trail. There's the smell of fresh pine in the air. Squirrels 
are darting back and forth among the trees. We follow this trail for some time, talking about all kinds 
of things. I tell you about how much I loved climbing mountains when I was on Earth. There were a 
lot of hills in Galilee, and I loved to get up early and walk across those mountains, with the grass 
tickling My bare feet and the warmth of the rising sun hitting My face.  

We're not going to a big, tall, cold, icy mountain, though those are majestic in their own way. 
For now we're going to have a picnic on a mountain pasture, right beside a lake. There's a waterfall 
too. The water comes down from the high mountain, cold and fresh and clear and pure, and drops 
down a small cliff right into the lake. I'm taking you there because it's one of My favorite places, and I 
want to share it with you.  
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Here we are. I take off My backpack and spread out a blanket that was rolled up on top of it. 
You take off your shoes, sit down on the blanket, and rub your feet, which are a little sore from the 
climb. I take off My Own shoes, and stand up, and pull you up too. 

I'm pulling you onto the grass, so you can feel the way it tickles your feet. You laugh at the 
sensation. It feels good, doesn't it?  

After running around a short while on the grass, you wipe the sweat off your forehead. You 
didn't know it could get so hot this high up on a mountain. I'm already pulling off My shirt and pants, 
and I have My swimming trunks on underneath. That's right--I'm going swimming! The water's fresh 
and clear, and it feels so good once you get in. Come on, join Me! That's right. Doesn't the water feel 
great? It's enough to make anybody feel like a new person. 

We emerge from the water, feeling refreshed and renewed. Now we've really worked up a 
hearty appetite, and we enjoy our picnic like we've never seen food before. The view is spectacular 
and we feel as though we're on top of the world. Aren't you glad you came along? 

***  

 (Jesus speaking: ) There's a place in Heaven called "All Answers." It's a cool place where you 
can go to get your questions sorted out. This hangout specializes in answering questions of the past, 
rather than questions you may have about Heaven when you get Here. I call it a hangout because it's 
always full of young people. They seem to have the lion's share of questions, but I love to answer 
each and every one of them.  

There are angels and very wise men and women on hand, who guide you through your 
questions and show you the answers. Sometimes I drop in for a special session, just to surprise 
people.  

You can't get all your questions answered in one shot, and that's one of the ground rules of the 
place. I set that up so that you'd have to keep coming back, so that your brain doesn't get overloaded 
with too much understanding in one shot, and also so that you can have time to absorb the answers 
and learn from them.  

As people come out from getting their questions answered, they usually hang around and talk 
with other people milling around. They share what they just learned, or find out about other cool 
answers that have been going around. Some answers are private, but people talk about other 
answers, and it generates interesting conversation. There are snacks and drinks on the outside 
veranda where a lot of people gather.  

There's a feeling of awesome wisdom that permeates the whole building, because new truths 
are being told and shown to people all the time, and it sort of gets in the air.  

Kind of cool, huh? I bet each one of you are going to be looking for "All Answers" as soon as you 
get up Here. I know that you have a lot of questions about life, and about why things turned out for 
you the way they have. There're tons of questions racing through that mind of yours. Some questions 
I'll sit down with you and answer personally, but I've set up this place where you can get many of 
your answers too. You have to have faith and trust now, because "All Answers" is reserved for 
Heaven. 

If you ask Me, I can give you a lot of answers to your questions now, on Earth, but the full and 
complete answers--and some very special ones--will have to wait till Heaven. That's one of the special 
things that I have in store for you.  

***  
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 (Jesus speaking: )There are so many spirit helpers, powerful beings who know your name, 
your age, your height, your favorite color, your biggest weakness, and what you most long for. But I 
know it's difficult to imagine these spirit helpers, or to talk to them, or to even remember to ask for 
their help, when you're not aware of their names. I want to give you their names! All you have to do 
is ask Me. Don't worry about your channel. If you miss a vowel in their names, they're not going to 
pout about it. Go even further, and ask Me what they look like, whether or not they are former 
earthlings, and what their personalities are like!  

My spirit beings are cool beyond words, and they're available for you! You don't have to be a 
certain age, or possess a high IQ—all you need is that spark of faith that compels you to ask Me for 
one. You can either ask Me to tell you about one you already have, or you can be specific about the 
type of spirit helper that you want. You want it? I ’ve got it! I have millions of powerful, wonderful 
spirit beings, just dying to help My children on Earth. Make a spirit being's day today, by asking for 
one of them!  

Today, just for fun, I want to tell you about some spirit helpers who happen to know a lot about 
you. Their names are Zanko and Bridora. These two work together. Their gifts complement the 
other's really well. Zanko and Bridora have already been assigned to—guess who!—the Blade 
audience. It's their commission and their privilege to go around to every Home where you live!  

These ageless beings are young at heart, and true warriors in My kingdom. They are uniquely 
tuned to the needs of you, My young people, in this ever-darkening Endtime. They're up on the 
nineties! They're up on the 2000s! And they're up on you! They're always wearing fighting gear when 
they're on the job, and that's because they're ready at a moment's notice to spring to your 
assistance. One of their great desires is to put every young person in the Family—you can't be too 
young—personally in touch with the spiritual realm. And I promise you, they'll take you for a ride that 
you'll never forget!  

Stay tuned to the spirit realm, and I promise you that sooner or later you'll come away with a 
spirit buddy or an invisible coworker who will turn your life right-side in, remind you what you're 
living for, and help you fight and win! 

***  

 (Jesus speaking: ) Have you ever been on a thrilling roller coaster ride? You hit each bend of 
the track with incredible speed; it dips low, and before long you're looking at the ground from a 
different perspective, as the roller coaster turns upside down. It's a thrill for those who love speed 
and extremes, but the roller coaster rides you've tried so far are nothing like the one I'm talking 
about up Here! 

Here you don't have to pay for the ride, it's free! There's no time limit on the ride--your 
Heavenly body can handle it as many times as you feel like taking it. What's even better is that the 
ride is never the same. Heaven is not regulated by earthly confines.--Anything's possible Here. So if 
you're up for the roller coaster ride of a lifetime, you'll have to check this out when you get up Here.  

You get into your seat--no need for all those safety straps and bars, as there's no risk of getting 
hurt in Heaven--and enjoy a ride you'll never get tired of. The rails--as you call them on Earth--
change; they're never the same! They're designed to give you a new thrill each time you ride.  

Sometimes I'll go and check out the ride as well. When I'm spending time with someone who 
enjoys a good, thrilling roller coaster ride, the two of us will enjoy the speed, dips, highs, lows, twists, 
and turns of the ride, exactly as we like it for a great thrill.  

If you want, when you get up Here we can go for a ride too. After all, I made it for you!  
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***  

 (Jesus speaking: ) Anya is another spirit helper among the many who want to befriend you. 
She looks about your age. She's happy and carefree. She has dark, straight hair and green eyes, and a 
smile is always playing about her lips. If you want to picture her personality, picture a girl splashing in 
the ocean on a hot summer's day, laughing and screaming playfully. That's like Anya. She loves Me 
very much, and she trusts Me, too.—That's why she doesn't have a single care or worry.  

She loves being around people like you, because she understands that it's easy to become 
burdened in the temporal realm. There is so much spiritual pollution around you, almost constantly, 
but when she comes along—like so many other spirit helpers—she brings with her some of that fresh 
ocean breeze from where she plays. Even though you might not physically feel it, it brushes over your 
spirit, blowing away some of the pollution of cares and worries that settle on you when you're not 
looking.  

She helps you be happy again, to be light and carefree, and to trust Me. Call her when you feel 
blue, and then when she comes, invite even more of her wonderful ocean breeze, by raising your 
hands in praise.  

That's how she brings it down to you, did you know? She raises her hands high and pulls that 
Heavenly breeze along behind her, almost like a long filmy piece of material. When you raise your 
hands, you can catch even more of the breeze too.  

***  

 (Jesus speaking: ) When you arrive in Heaven, make sure to stop by My very Own Heavenly 
restaurant. It holds a glorious buffet beyond description. Did you know I love to cook? I enjoy the 
culinary arts immensely, and love to create tasty edibles for you.  

This isn't just any Heavenly restaurant.—This is My restaurant, and I'm the Head Chef! When I 
get into that kitchen, I can really cook up a storm. So get a plate and sample the cuisine. Everything is 
made perfectly from My special recipes, tailored exactly to the taste buds of the person I know is 
going to try that dish.  

Circle the buffet as many times as you wish.—It's an all-you-can-eat joint.—But I doubt you'll be 
able to make the full rounds during one visit, as there's such a vast amount of dishes to choose from. 
You won't get full, but you may want to stop so that you can savor what you've already tried. Don't 
worry, you can always come back for more. My restaurant is open around the clock, and I'll always 
have the perfect treat ready for you fresh out of My kitchen.  

***  

 (Jesus speaking: ) Wild cats—aren't they beautiful? They're awesome, powerful, majestic, 
fascinating, intriguing, graceful, fearless, fearsome, swift, and sure. As you can guess, I enjoy them 
immensely. That's why I allowed Myself to be called "the Lion of Judah." The lion, as king of beasts, 
represents what I am in My realm—King of all. I'm the greatest, the fastest, the strongest, and the 
longest lasting—everlasting, in fact.  

Unlike the lions, tigers, leopards, and panthers that roam the earth now, I am not a beast of 
prey in the sense of being on the hunt, ready to devour—although there are times that I roar with 
anger and wreak vengeance on those who harm the innocent. 

On Earth, the food chain is necessary, and thus do these beautiful wild animals hunt. But in the 
days to come, in the Millennium, they will do so no more. Yet they will be present in all their beauty 
and splendor, just as they are in Heaven already.  
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I have a whole park devoted to wild cats. While they don't hunt in Heaven, they dwell in similar 
habitats to their kind on Earth—whether plains, forests, jungles, or mountains. Some live in groups, 
some are solitary, but all are symbols of My majesty and power.  

I chose to reflect a part of Me in each of My creatures, and in the wild cats I placed My 
attributes of power and majesty. They are an expression of how fearsome and mighty I am. Their 
keenness and sensitivity to their surroundings are also reflective of Me. You cannot be in My 
presence without My knowledge—not only My knowledge of your presence, but of what you are 
feeling and thinking. These beasts can sense fear or danger—but I can sense everything. I'm the 
original Wild Cat! 

***  

 (Jesus speaking: ) Come on inside the Pavilion of the Lamb. There's much to explore. You're 
free to roam wherever you wish within this grand pavilion. As you walk throughout, new dimensions 
are opened, and various facets of Me are revealed to you. What do you wish to know about Me? I 
will show you in the way you will understand best.  

On the right is a showroom, with three-dimensional movie clips of the great battles that I've 
fought for My children. You can enter into any scene and partake of the moment. You can observe 
the great spiritual warfare that occurred—swords clashing, lightning flashing, and flame throwing. 
You can even experience a part of the mind combat that occurred between Myself and the Evil One.  

I am always at war with the Evil One, but there are some memorable battles in history that I 
have recorded and placed here for you to see, so you can witness My strong might and power as the 
Warrior Lord. I am a valiant general who protects his soldiers, no matter what the cost.  

Enter into this chamber, and stand back and see Me fight. You will praise Me for the victory, 
and marvel at My glorious might and power which is always at your side, to protect you and keep you 
from the forces of the Enemy. 

***  

 (Jesus speaking: ) I want to show you something special. Take a look at this keychain. There 
are no keys at present on this particular one; it's just a chain with a ring to put the keys on. This is 
how I want your link with Me to be. I want you to be free of your own type of keys, so that you are 
open to the keys I give you to put on it.  

 You're linked to Me, chained to Me by our love, and you're an empty ring until I fill you up. 
That's the way I want to keep you—filled up with Me alone. Sometimes you feel you are dangling 
around, and like you're not attached to anything real solid, but that makes you hold on tightly to your 
chain. Please realize that the chain of our love is firmly hooked on to Me and I won't let it get loose or 
detached, or anything like that.  

 Just hold on and be open to the keys I want to give you—the keys to true happiness, the keys 
to overcoming, the keys to joy in this life. As you look to Me, I'll hook them on and you'll be able to 
open many a door that you come across—the challenges you face, the trials that test you.  

 Sometimes you come across a door, and it looks pretty solid, and like it's firmly in your way. It 
seems there would be no way around it or through it or over it. It's just there to stay. But when you 
look to Me and I hand you a key, you see that you can merely unlock the door, and poof, it's outta 
your way, and you can keep on going for Me. 

 


